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Press Release 

Essen, 30 November 2020  

Donations in place of Christmas parties – OGE helps in times  
of crisis 
 

Christmas parties are traditionally a highlight in every company's calendar 

during the festive season, and this is no different at OGE. However, in view of 

the current pandemic, the company decided some time ago not to have a 

Christmas party this year to help protect the health of its employees. Instead, 

the company is donating € 35,000 to various groups and charities.  

"The board discussed how we should deal with the question of Christmas 

parties and the budget earmarked for these events in times of Corona," says 

Jörg Bergmann, OGE’s CEO. "We quickly agreed that we should not look for 

alternative formats this year and instead think of those who are suffering more 

from Covid-19 than most of us, especially during the Christmas season. That is 

why we decided to donate the money to groups that are particularly affected by 

the pandemic."  

The main aim was to support a range of different groups including young and 

old people but we also wanted to help charities and organisations working in 

Essen or in the vicinity of our field sites. We started with the recipients of our 

“last few cents” campaign and added a few charities to that list. As part of this 

campaign, which has been running for more than ten years, around half of the 

OGE workforce donate the net cent amounts – and since last year also net euro 

amounts – of their monthly payslips to charitable causes. These cent amounts 

are collected every month and then topped up by the company at the end of the 

year. In this way, OGE helps organisations and charities from across different 

areas with their work and supports broad community involvement. 

The organisations supported by the "Christmas parcels from next door" campaign 

organised by the OGE works council were also on the list of recipients. 

 

About OGE 
OGE is one of Europe’s leading gas transmission system operators. With our 
pipeline network spanning approximately 12,000 kilometres, we transport gas 
throughout Germany. Our geographic location makes us the central link for gas 
flows across the European single market. 1,450 OGE employees ensure 
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security of supply. We make our network available to all market participants in a 
transparent and non-discriminatory way in line with market needs. We enable 
energy supply. Today and in the energy mix of the future. 
 
For more information about the company, go to www.oge.net. 
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